is calculated for the values 36r = 6, 7, 8 and hence by interpolation for the value of t for which 6^ = 0. This then is the value of f°r value of r, which m ust then be corrected to get the value a t 36r = 7 by use of th e known values a t 36t = 6 and 8.
Introduction
The applications of the theorems of this paper will be found in subsequent parts of this work. The author does not lay claim to originality for all of them, j but believes th a t no connected account of the properties of x ]rn(r) as function of n in the complex plane has previously been given.
The differential equation for the stream function in compressible flow is written, as in p art I, in the form P Q f"+ P Q rf T-.^9 = 0
where
Q{t) -( I -r V » -(2>
For supersonic flow the alternative form dt/dr = (PQ)~K was found, where t -/ £ U t a n --t a n -1
Vr-1 V (y+i)(i-T) m = UPQ)HQrQ-1-T rP -1) 2(y+l) ( Z ± I T_ (r-i)! ' Vr-i )
(y+l)T-(y-1) ( y -l ) ( l -r ) :
f His attention has been drawn to an unpublished work of G. Guderley which gives the asymptotic formulae for real n, with valuable information concerning the numerical magnitude of the error term. ta n h -1 ( 7 -1) -( 7 + 1 ) T (7 + l ) ( l -T)
7-1
ta n h -1
= -y^i tanh^y r^T + iiog [2<r_ i)]>
y _ 1 a / y + 1 T(t) = -i ( -PQ)i (<2r 0 -1 -P, P~l)
2(r + l). (r-1):
■ rM lpjr)'*.
(7 -1) -(7 + l)r (7 -1) (1 ~T) '
The object of the insertion of the constant <r is to cause r to be asym ptotically e2s as t -> 0 and s -00. cr is the value of sa t r = (7 -1 )/(y + 1), the of (4) and (6) suggests the relation s = cr + it; it is prefer obvious difficulties of deciding on the sign to be taken in any particular case.
L emma 1. Both r and T are analytic functions of e2s in the region j e2s | < e2o\ Proof. By (6), e2s = r + ... is an analytic function of r in any domain excluding r = (7 -l)/(y+ 1) and r = 1; its derivative is not zero in such a domain; and a t neither of the singular points can | e2s | be less th an e2tr. Hence, by the inversion theorem, r is an analytic function of e2s in the region | e2s | < e2<r. As r is never 1 or (7 -1)/(7 + 1) in. the region, T also m ust be analytic.
frn(j) AND ITS POLES
frn(r) is definedf by the equations^J j) = TinP(an,bn;n an + bn = n -i y -l ) -1, l) /2 ( y -1), > Un'K = i[w -( 7 -1)_1±V{(r+1)^2/( 7 -1) + ( 7 -1)"2}]5,
as in p art I. (One distinguishes between an and bn when n is real by the convention an ^ bn.) W hen n is not a negative integer, frn(r) is an analytic function of r except a t t = 0,1, one-valued if cuts are made from both these points to infinity. As a function of n (in the complex plane) for given r w ith 0 < r < 1, frn(r) is analytic except possibly a t the negative integers. For then j / \ -j n C T n M aw^n + aw + 6w+ 1) ... {«w6w + (r -1) («w + frJ + (r -l) 2} . (9) is simply frm(T), and th e first, which depends only on m and y, can be w ritten -mCm, where r* T { a j r ( m + l -b m)
The latter form shows th a t Cm is positive if am > m and 1. When y 1 this is true for all m^ 2. C\, however, is always zero since a1 -1, and there is no pole a t n = -1. W hen y = -1, all the Cm are zero: this is w hat causes the simplicity of the ' Karman-Tsien ' approxim ation in compressible flow. W hen y = + 1 all results have to be greatly modified (though the final conclusions are not qualitatively changed); the hypergeometric functions become confluent in this case. I t is assumed th a t y > 1 in future. On this assumption one can deduce from (10), with the asym ptotic formula for the gamma function and the expressions (7) for am, bm, th a t as m~> co, n = m where cr is as in (6). These results are summed up in Theorem 1. If 0 < r^ 1, tyn(r) is an analytic function of n except at 2, -3, -4,..., where it has simple poles, its residue at being -mCm^m(T), where Cm (given by (11)) is positive and ~ (2nm)~1 e~2(Tm asm^-oo.
Asymptotic formulae for subsonic t rJ rn(T) is the unique function for which \]fn(T)eind satisfies (1) and T~inx jrn(T)
is analytic a t r = 0 and equal to unity there. Hence, translating to the variable s and using lemma 1, x jrn is the unique function satisfying ds2 -n 2f n (13)
for which c-ws^n is an analytic function of for | and is unity a t 5 = -co. 
Now | 4 r(n + r) \ > 2 j n \ 8, for when | it is > 4 I \ nI . Hence
if | n | > AC/8. Hence the result is true for = B ut for 1, = 0, so the result is tru e and the lemma follows.
I t is deduced th at, for s < cr1, under the restrictions of lemma 2, \Wn( A______ 1 | | ' 1 -e2(<ri-<r2> * and hence
Theorem 2. I f 8> 0 and cr1 < cr, then W^(<s) -> 1, i.e. ^rn(r) ~ e^V ir), unifo s^cr1 and for n in the whole complex plane w ith circles of radius 8 round each negative integer excluded, as j n| ->oo. Consider now the function
W hen n is not a negative integer and 0^r < ( y -l)/(y+l), i.e. s < er, the series converges, since C, wteww^T O (r)~(27rw)~1F (r)e2m(8_0') as m->oo by theorems 1 and 2. The series has the same poles as (e~nsftn(T) -1 and the same residue a t each pole. Hence A (n, r) is an integral function of n. Also when is a t a distance > 8 from every negative integer | 2 n + m^
which tends to zero as |w|->ooif0 < r< ( y -l)(y+l), since by theorems 1 and 2 00 the series 2 Cmem 8r/fm(T) then converges.
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Hence taking
8< \and writing Am -max j A(n,r) | on j n \ -m + \ for po integral m, a circular contour which passes outside all the small circles, then Zlm-> 0 as m-> co. B ut by the maximum modulus theorem, since A(n, r) is an integral function, \A{n,r)\<Am when \n\<m. Hence A(n,r) is identically zero for all s <<r,i.e. for 0^r < (y -l)/(y + 1), and we deduce Theorem 3. For 0 < r < (y -1 )/(y + 1) and all complex n,
and so, when 9ft(w) > 0,
L(t,sx) = 1+ £ Cmem^t/rm(T). (25) m=2
This theorem, which expresses ffn{r) for any complex n in term s of the ^m(r) w ith m a positive integer, is an im portant special case of a general result fundam ental in the physical theory, as will he seen in p art III. Meanwhile two corollaries are deduced: 
m=l when s ^ (Tj < a and j n + mj > for an asym ptotic series.
Asymptotic formulae for supersonic t
For ( y -l)/(y+ 1)< t < l vlMr) satisfies, by (3), Also | F(t) | = (P/C)*, = 
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The foregoing reasoning holds also w ith -i w ritten for i throughout. I t is dteduced th a t any solution of (30) m ust have an asym ptotic value of the form | F(r ) | {f(n)eint + g(n) ) j l + .
Since
%S2(t) + %S'(t)
is regular in the range 0 <^= [^/{(y+l)/(y-1)}-1] | 7r, which (see (4)) corresponds to the range (y -l)/(y + 1) < r < 1, the O-term in (35) is uniform in any interval interior to this one. B ut one m ust look more precisely into conditions a t the ends of the interval. Near t -tx (4) gives f th a t l-rxft-so th a t S(t) XX (1 -t)-* xx (tx -t)-1 and lS 2(t) + £$'(£) XX -1)~2. Integration of equa tions (34) then yields ar(t) XX (y -i)/(y + 1) < t < i ,
.)) (36) n\ (r-(y-l)/(y+l))V The process by which F(n) and G(n) are found is rather elaborate. Two methods have been used: in the first the value of x}r 1 -Rln2) and n^co given by (36) and by the formula of W hittaker & W atson (1935) , in the latter replacing the gamma functions by their asymptotic forms and the hyper geometric function of R/n2 by Bessel functions to which they approximate, these in tu rn being then replaced by asymptotic forms; in the second method, which can be applied to asym ptotic formulae for the fundamental solutions of any equation of mixed type,J the equation is transformed to one differing by a term of lower order from th a t resulting from the simplest possible equation of mixed type d2ijr/dx2 = xd2tjrldd2, of which the solution in Bessel functions of order ± | is known. In this latter method the asymptotic form for supersonic t is deduced from the known form for subsonic r. 
The two formulae are consistent in the region where they overlap since there | $(n) j is large and so cot nn is effectively -i sgn £ §(n) and cos (nt + is effectively -i[sgn £5(71)] sin (nt + \n).While in theorem 4 it is shown how error te accurately specified the work will often be shortened (with slight loss of accuracy) elsewhere and in p art I I I by use of the sign ~ of asym ptotic equality.
Theorems 2 and 4 give the asym ptotic behaviour of ^n(r) as | | ->oo for each r except (y -l)/(y + 1). This omission is remedied by
This is obtained by use of the Bessel functions of order ± These also make it possible to get an asym ptotic formula for ^n(r) valid uniformly in any region | n| | t -(y -l)/(y+1) ^ constant. These asym ptotic values are themselves Bessel functions of order ±-|, and the result can be used in exactly the region where theorems 2 and 4 fail. B ut as these results are not needed in future parts, further reference to them will be omitted. The change-over from ens to 2en (T sin (nt + \n) in the asym ptotic form, with ke^n* as the interm ediate value, is a general property of partial differential equations of mixed type. 5
5.
The second solution when n is an integer
The equation for ^n(r),
A M^P Q^ + P Q r^ + ntfn-O,
has i/sn(T) and i/r_n(T) as fundam ental solution except when n is an integer other than + 1. When n = 0 the solutions are 1 and When n is an integer 
As m-»oo it is easy to show th a t the term s in square brackets in (45) are asym ptotic respectively to e~msV(r) and to ( -sV(t)/t t ) so th at, for r < (y l)/(y + 1),
lft(T)~e-*"F(T).
For supersonic r, xjfn has opposite signs a t a point ju st greater than -1) and one ju st less th a n -in: hence there is a zero in between, which proves the lemma. L emma 4. For n^ 1 and 0 < r < (y -1 )/(y +1), then ^n(r) > 0. Proof. I f v = t *(1 -the equation for v can be w ritten
which under the conditions of the lemma shows th a t v and have the same sign. B ut v = 0 when r = 0 and, for small enough r, 0: hence v curves upw from the start and so m ust continue to do so while is positive: this proves the lemma.
I t is known th a t ^_ x(r) = r -i + (2y -2)-1 ^( r ) > 0 for 0 < r < (y -l ) / ( y + 1). Also ~ -28~xC2iJ/2(t ) < 0 for small enough 8. Hence, when 0 < r < (y -l)/(y + 1),
there is a zero of frn{r) between n = -1 and = -2. Also bined there is one between every other pair of consecutive negative integers. B ut, by following log ^n(r) round a contour on which | | is large and | 4-for all positive integers m, it is seen by theorem 2 th a t one m ust return to the original value (since the possible error term 0(| n| _1) < for \n\ lar number of poles inside such a contour m ust equal the num ber of zeros. I f it cuts the negative real axis once, betweenma nd -(r poles inside it, and a t least (m -1) zeros counting only one between each pair of consecutive negative integers and none between -ra and -(m + 1). Hence (i) there is exactly one zero between each pair of consecutive negative integers, (ii) there are no other zeros in the whole complex w-plane, (iii) however small 8 is, the zero between -m and -(m + 1) is within a distance 8 of -1) if m is large enough. Summing up in T heorem 7. When 0 < r^ (y -l)/(y + 1), all the zeros of frn(r) as function of n in the complex plane are simple, and they can be arranged in a sequence z2, z3, z4, ..., where, for each m, -m < zm < -(ra -1), and | + | ->0 as ->oo. We find an asym ptotic form for zm + m. By theorem 2, 
